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V14: Application III 
 

 

1. Surgical Simulation and Robotics 

1.1. From Open to Minimally-Invasive Surgery 

Open surgery: 

Advantage: surgeon feels what he is doing on the organ 

Disadvantage: scars 

Keyhole surgery: 

Advantage: smaller scars, quicker recovery, less infection 

Disadvantage: no direct sight, no touching of patients, movements are inverted → surgeries 

must really be trained 

Examples 

- endoscopic surgery through natural orifices → si entra dalla bocca per eseguire un’endoscopia → 

stomach → abdomen wall → surgery performance with small tiny sticks 

- Electromagnetic catheter steering system for treating cardiac arrhythmias → catheter into human 

body → magnet added to the catheter → external coils used to orientation in space → targeting 
desired position in body → high dexterity 

➔ See one, do one, teach one… 

da Vinci Surgical System 

- function: sistema di chirurgia robotica; viene utilizzato più comunemente nella procedura di 

rimozione della prostata, sostituzione della valvola 
- surgeon uses a display for better vision, has a forearm pad to reduce tremor and full dexterity by 

using a haptic interface 

- performs exact movements he would do by himself but each of his movement is transmitted to a 

robot who performs it 

- advantages: directly doing of movement, very good visual observation, very intuitive way of 

moving the system 
 

1.2. Closed-loop Force Control in Teleoperated Surgery 

What the surgeon feels: = Red (friction, gravity, inertia) + Green (reflection force); force 

recorded between instrument and patient and friction, gravity and inertia of master console 

(master console has to be stiff, light weight…) 

 

 

2. Developing of a diagnostic pill 

- Idea: instead of e.g. coloscopy we take a capsule with a camera that goes in the body and 

continuously records images 

- Requirements / challenges of the pill: 

o environmental requirements: extreme pH in stomach, robust case (exchangeable) 

o human factors: usually making a device human friendly →easy to swallow 
o camera actuation (actuator type): camera orientation, light resolution 

o integrated sensing: receptor on surface, detection of molecules, etc. 

o control for camera orientation 

o energy transmission: battery, danger of overheating device 

o cost: should be cheaper 
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3. Assistive Technology for the Visually Impaired 

3.1. Three examples of sensory substitution for the blind 

Braille display (Blindenschrift): 

- what: electro-mechanical device for displaying characters, usually by means of round-

tipped pins raised through holes in a flat surface → visually impaired computer users 

who cannot use a standard computer monitor can use it to read text output →  

dispositivo elettromeccanico per la visualizzazione di caratteri utilizzato da persone 

ipovedenti 

- how reading: round-tipped pins raised through holes in a flat surface → reading text output from 

computer monitor → perni a punta rotonda sollevati attraverso fori in una superficie piana 

permettono la lettura del testo in uscita dal monitor del computer 

- components 

o piezoelectric bimorph plates 

o voltage of ~100–200 VDC (μA) → remotion of voltage → relaxation 

o 1.5 mm pin diameter / 2.5 mm distance between points / typically 0.5 mm 

pin lift 

o keyboard with 2 different polarized piezoelectric plates  

The vOICe 

- principle: glasses uses acoustic signals to represent the environment → scene processions → 

image communicated to the users by sound (e.g. by volume modulation, by pitch modulation…) 

- Problem: Acoustics is very important for blind people → overload must be prevented 

Brainport 

- principle: collecting visual information from a camera → electric signals sent through a blind 

person's tongue (electrical stimulation = (~600 points)→ translation into vision in the person's brain 

- how: camera of the BrainPort acts as the retina → tongue receives the input and sends it to the 

brain via nerve impulses BrainPort 

- usage: blind, chronic vestibular disorders 

 

3.2. Human Factors 
Spatial Acuity of the Skin 

- spatial acuity of the skin varies several across the body: upper arm > belly > breast > nose > 

fingers: fingertip have high special acuity (sensitivity) 

- remember: homunculus! 

Temporal Acuity and Touch 

- successiveness: 2 stimuli (1 ms duration) must be separated by 5.5 ms to be perceived as 2 at a 

single locus 

- temporal order: 2 successive stimuli at separate sites must be separated by 20 ms in order to 

determine which site first 

- natural scanning velocity: ~30mm/s  

Seeing White Cane → goal: improvement of White Cane and allow better understand of the environment 

User-Centered Design → design of an object is very multifactorial, composed of many aspects that must be 

take into account 

- empathize: what are the human needs? what is the context? 

- define: from emphatization derives design requirements 

- ideate: thinking of solutions that fullfill this requirements 

- prototype & evaluation of prototype 
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Usability 

- Why do we require multiple iterations & evaluations? 

o getting it right the first time is almost impossible 

o poor usability leads to low technology acceptance  

o to always improve the user experience;  e.g. regular smartphone 

updates 

- Usability Evaluation Methods 

o Primary user: actual end-user of 

technology; e.g. person with disability 

o Secondary user: anyone involved in 

usage process; e.g. caregiver of 

person with disability 

 

 

4. Electronic Travel Aid 

4.1. About Electronic Travel Aid 

- Seeing White Cane 

o goal: improvement of White Cane (introduced in 1930) and allowing better 

understand of the environment 

▪ detect objects that are more far 

▪ detect object that are at the height of the trunk 

▪ detect obstacles that are in the height of the head to avoid head 

injuries 

- Visual Impairment & Navigation 

o ~ 314 M persons worldwide, 45 M legally blind [WHO] 

o independent navigation major challenge 

o white cane navigation tool of choice for local navigation 

▪ safety and signaling function 

▪ limited sensing range 

▪ >10% experience head injury once a month 

- State of the Art in Electronic Travel Aids 

o 1930: first white cane 

o 1935: first guide dog 

o 1970: Mowart → first electronic travel aids based on ultrasonic sensors → obstacle 

detection 

▪ sensing: infrared, ultrasound, laser telemetry 

▪ feedback: auditory, vibrotactile 

- Problems 

o “None of the ETAs is widely used and user acceptance is low” 

o “Most of these critical interfaces are designed by electronics engineers who it appears, have 

little knowledge of human perception” 

- Limitations 

o technology-driven approach vs user-driven approach 

o perception limits and thresholds neglected 

o white cane usage characteristics poorly investigated 
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o proposed technologies required long training period (about 6 months for the Télétact, 28 

sound levels)  

- Requirements for an Electronic Travel Aid 
o useful, reliable, robust 

o light weight (200–300 g) 

o extension of sensing range of conventional cane: head, trunk and leg level obstacles, drop-

offs 

o sensor alignment 

o easy to interpret, non-disturbing feedback 

o acoustic and haptic information from the environment must not be masked 

o social acceptance 

 

4.2. White Cane Properties and Design 

Usage characteristics 

two portable cameras: placed on the users -> one looks up to the hands and the 

other looks down to the street 

inertial measurements: speed and frequency of the walking 

With motion capture we can reconstruct movements → driving of angles e.g. 

sweeping angle, static tilt angle, dznamic tilt angle variation, roll angle 

 

Haptic Rendering: Apparent Movement 

apparent movement allow a continuous haptic sensation of 

the movement 

 

Distance Identification (N=24) 

Goal: accurate distinction of different distance levels 

direction of taclitle flow: inward and outward give the 

same results 

grip type: 4 finger grip is better than 1 finger grip 

coding method: temporal coding + spatial coding + magnitude coding (NASA 

TLX) -> assess different demand (mental, physical, temporal, performance, 

effort…) with 99% correct identification 

 

Design / Functional Prototypes 

looking at all details to improve function of the device 

Eye Cane 

Operation modes → designed to avoid information overflow to the users 

Sweeping Mode → came sense light → distance detection → indication of the distance to 

the vibration pattern → NO tell what kind of obstacle but only the distance 

Scanning Mode → gives information about environment  

 

Conclusion 

- Human-centered design 

o accounting for human factors at various levels (dimensions, tissues, anatomy, physiological 

functioning, perception thresholds and limits, processing and integration, cognition, 

ergonomics) 

o take inspiration from biology 
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o involvement of end-users in design process 

o realization and testing of design and functional prototypes along the process (iterative rapid 

o prototyping) 

- biomechatronics 
o promising transdisciplinary field 

o highly challenging due to interactions at multiple levels and human complexity 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


